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Design
Does everything in the office have to be rational? This 

 designer object shows that the answer is clearly no. with 

the amazing clarity of its design, it looks striking on any 

desk: Design as an oasis of tranquillity for the eyes. Few 

 paperweights have ever looked better, and there is also a 

lot of space for paper clips. 

A solid piece of

CLIP LOUNGe
PWT02/MA
Paperweight, cast metal, satin finish, with magnet for paper clips, incl. 
5 paper clips

Design: Anne Rieck Packing Unit: 4
32 x ø 80 mm, 401 g Max. logo size: 30 x 15 mm
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www.troika.org/video

This item’s magic takes effect immediately: You’ll 

want to hold it, play with it and spin it around. 

Once it’s been started, it begins by obediently 

spinning clockwise. Then, in order to slow down, 

it will wobble back and forth for a few seconds 

 before, in a puzzling turn, it begins spinning in 

the opposite direction. even the Celtic druids are 

said to have influenced their people in this way. 

Nature doesn’t like to show her hand, but this 

much we can reveal: It has something to do with 

the elliptical bottom. This is an amazing antidote 

to a boring day at the office – not to mention an 

elegant paperweight. Tu
rn

Turn
CeLTIC VOTUM
GAP10/MA
Rattleback, desk object with magnet for paper clips and amazing rotation 
effect, incl. 5 paper clips, cast metal, satin finish 

Design: Manfred Makedonski Packing Unit: 4
120 x 22 x 11 mm, 97  g Max. logo size: 45 x 10 mm

With amazing rotation effect! 
If you turn the rattleback to the right, 
it automatically changes direction,
resulting in a rotation to the left.
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Placeholder

BAMBOO sTAND
TAS04/WO
Tablet stand for iPad and other tablets, bamboo, with cut-out for business 
cards, pen holder and metal plate with magnet for paper clips, incl. 5 paper 
clips

130 x 100 x 34 mm, 275 g Packing Unit: 4
 Max. logo size: 70 x 30 mm

If your desk is turning into a mess it’s time 

for the bamboo organiser. This solid block 

features two precision grooves and a hole 

that provide a home for a tablet, business 

cards and a pen. One very clever detail is the 

semi-circular cut-out for the "Home"  button 

and a magnet set into the wood for  holding 

paper clips. Also ideal as a  decorative paper-

weight! 

By the way: Bamboo is one of the world’s 

quickest growing plants and 10–15 tons 

of biomass can be extracted sustain-

ably from one hectare of bamboo 

each year.
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PAIsLeY CLAssIC
PEN11/BW
Rollerball pen made of metal, glossy, in design "PAISLEY CLASSIC", black TROIKA 
5888 refill (Made in Germany), in a black metal box, incl. replacement refill

Design: Studio Markus Binz Packing Unit: 4
126 x 13 x 15 mm, 47 g Max. logo size: 45 x 45 mm

MINI TROLLeY
PHO06/BK
Pen holder in the shape of an in-flight service trolley, metal, matt chrome 
plated, sides printed with "Paisley Classic" design, black/white

Design: Studio Markus Binz Packing Unit: 4
51 x 37 x 125 mm, 184 g Max. logo size: 35 x 45 mm

Cap can be screwed onto the end.
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writing culture 3.0: The design of App Touch 

deliberately draws on the inkwell and quill – 

while giving them a new and contemporary 

interpretation. This elegant ballpoint pen 

 comes with its own pen holder: a  beautiful 

pair that cuts a good figure on any desk. 

elegant design in titanium and black with a 

practical stylus. 

Desktop pen

APP TOUCH sTATION
PIP30/TI
Combination of small, lightweight ballpoint pen/stylus for iPad, iPhone 
and other tablet PCs with touch screen, aluminium, titanium-coloured, 
black stylus and black refill, engraved with "APP TOUCH by TROIKA®", 
with pen holder

128 x ø 24 mm, 50 g Packing Unit: 4
 Max. logo size: 45 x 3 mm
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Do you tap, or do you write? Those who 

love to do creative work on their tablet need 

sKeTCH  + wRITe. This precision writing 

 utensil allows you to put letters, symbols and 

shapes onto the screen using its ultra-fine 

 pressure point. Thanks to its slightly angular 

shape sKeTCH +  wRITe sits ergonomically 

and comfortably in the hand. 

+ write

Sk
et

ch

sKeTCH + wRITe
PAT10/BK
Tablet pen, ergonomic triangular shape, for iPad, iPhone and other 
touchscreen tablet PCs, aluminium, black, in a silver metal box, incl. 2 
replacement tips  

133 x 11 x 11 mm, 25 g Packing Unit: 4
 Max. logo size: 40 x 5 mm

Operable in natural writing angle

In metal box
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We Are
GRAPHITe
Hand-held tool 

Useful scales, a ruler in  centimetres and inches, a 

rubber under the stylus: The new  CONsTRUCTION 

GRAPHITe mechanical pencil has what it takes to be 

the favourite pencil of all planners and  engineering 

draughtsmen. Thanks to its  visible and  invisible 

 qualities, it impresses professionals and style 

fans  alike. Very technical, very slim, 

very  elegant – it’s got the

  "write" stuff. 

Pencil

Stylus, Metric and Inch ruler

Rubber

CONsTRUCTION GRAPHITe
PIP21/YE
Multitasking mechanical pencil with centimetre and inch ruler, 1:20 m and 1:50 
m scale, integrated rubber and three HB pencil leads (0.7 mm) and a stylus, 
 lacquered brass, yellow

Design: TROIKA Design Werkstatt Packing Unit: 4
149 x 9 x 11 mm, 29 g Max. logo size: 40 x 3 mm

CONsTRUCTION GRAPHITe
PIP21/BK black

More products of the CONSTRUCTION family at www.troika.org

CONsTRUCTION GRAPHITe
PIP21/SI silver

Now as a propelling pencil.

Original size

with rubber

CDU PIP21
CD026
Counter display for self-service, incl. 12 x CONSTRUCTION GRAPHITE

225 x 175 x 295 mm, 956 g Packing Unit: 1
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fAmily

MINI
The little pen with the big name 

so small, and yet a genuine  CONsTRUCTION: 

the new MINI boasts everything a real multi-

tasking ballpoint pen should  offer:   

a variety of scales, rulers, 

stylus –  ensuring that 

every project runs 

"write" to plan. It 

also writes well. Just 

try it. "write" now! 

Stylus, Metric and Inch ruler

Ballpoint pen

CONsTRUCTION MINI
PIP22/YE
Small multitasking ballpoint pen with centimetre and inch ruler, 1:20 m 
and 1:50 m scale and stylus, lacquered brass, with black refill, yellow

Design: TROIKA Design Werkstatt Packing Unit: 4
105 x 9 x 10 mm, 20 g Max. logo size: 40 x 2 mm

CONsTRUCTION MINI
PIP22/BK black

CONsTRUCTION MINI
PIP22/BL blue

CONsTRUCTION MINI
PIP22/GR green

CONsTRUCTION MINI
PIP22/RD red

CONsTRUCTION MINI
PIP22/SI silver

Original size

CDU PIP22
CD027
Counter Display for self-service, incl. 24 x CONSTRUCTION MINI

228 x 254 x 245 mm, 352g Packing Unit: 1
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TROIKA – specialist for card cases
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global
Player

GLOBAL CONTACTs
CDC15-02/AL silver

GLOBAL CONTACTs
CDC15-02/BK black

GLOBAL CONTACTs
CDC15-02/GO
Lightweight business card case, aluminium, with embossed world map on 
lid, holds approx. 10 cards, gold

Design: TROIKA Design Werkstatt Packing Unit: 6
94 x 60 x 5 mm, 15 g Max. logo size: 45 x 45 mm
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shirt or trousers, casual or business: this case 

always fits perfectly. The reason: its uniquely 

natural shape has been designed to conform to 

your body. The case is also attractively thin, and 

does not ride up.

TROIKA Curve Case
CDC15-01/BK
Business card case, curved plastic, holds approx. 6 cards, black  

95 x 68 x 5 mm, 19 g Packing Unit: 6
 Max. logo size: 40 x 20 mm

TROIKA Curve Case
CDC15-01/TQ
Business card case, curved plastic, holds approx. 6 cards, turquoise  

95 x 68 x 5 mm, 19 g Packing Unit: 6
 Max. logo size: 40 x 20 mm

The original Curve Case. The Copy.

Often copied – never equalled

cards easy to remove
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Just push a button and Mr. slowhand 

 conve niently opens itself – thanks to a 

 hydrodynamic  mechanism. This  transforms 

the robust case into a clever business 

card dispenser. Now Mr.  slowhand is even 

more outgoing: Its  elegant housing hides 

an  emergency smartphone battery with 

1.200 mAh – enough  power to stay in contact 

digitally as well. 

NeVeR LOse 
CONTACT

3 in1 charging cable included in delivery

Back side

CHARGe CARD
POP95/AL
Business card case with external battery (charger) and hydrodynamic 
opening mechanism, 1200 mAh capacity, 3-in-1 cable (USB to Lightning, 
Dock, Micro USB connector), charger for iPhone, Samsung Galaxy and other 
smartphones with USB connection, lithium polymer battery, aluminium, 
also to be used as business card stand on your desk  

Design: Generationdesign Packing Unit: 2
135 x 68 x 45 mm, 95 g Max. logo size: 60 x 25 mm

A world first! Business Card Case 

and emergency power supply.

automatic, hydrodynamic opening mechanism – 
also to be used as business card stand
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The classic in a dual role – as an elegant case 

that doubles as a practical card dispenser 

which can be set up at two different angles. 

It offers a classically sleek and refined look, 

with a material mix of imitation leather and 

 burnished stainless steel.  The only question 

remaining is: do you lay your cards on the 

 table, or put them up on it? It’s up to you! 

Put your

on the
cards table!

CARD sTAND
CDC15-04/ST
Business card case, PU/stainless steel, magnetic fastening, grey, also to 
be used as business card stand on your desk

96 x 65 x 14 mm, 67 g Packing Unit: 4
 Max. logo size: 60 x 30 mm

sLIDe
CDC30/BK
Business card dispenser, stainless steel, black metallic

103 x 61 x 11 mm, 69 g Packing Unit: 4
 Max. logo size: 40 x 40 mm

also available in silver: CDC30/ST

magnetic closure

can be used as card dispenser

sPenDer
B I G
l i T T l e

This is no sleight of hand, just intelligent 

 design: a snap of the fingers is all it takes for a 

business card to slide out from the case. And 

another one. And another one... it’s fun, and it 

looks both casual and skilful. Recommended 

by leading card pros. 
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50% artificial leather: PU
40% artificial velours: Polyester

10% Nylon: Polyamide

Extra soft material

AlwAys gIvINg. 

AlwAys rECEIvINg.

The ingenious case is made from a single 

piece and has two compartments: one for the 

business cards that are received, and another 

for the business cards that are given away. 

A clever pull-strap makes this  particularly 

easy. FAIR FRIeND is made of 100% soft 

 vegan material  – the ideal trendy material 

for  demanding young consumers. Available 

in red, black, blue and beige, it is a welcome 

companion for more than just business trips. 

FAIR FRIeND
CDC15-03/BK black

FAIR FRIeND
CDC15-03/BR
Business card case with flap for dispensing cards, with 2 compartments for 
own cards and for received cards, vegan imitation leather, beige

Design: TROIKA Design Werkstatt Packing Unit: 4
102 x 66 x 7 mm, 14 g Max. logo size: 60 x 40 mm

FAIR FRIeND
CDC15-03/DB dark-blue

FAIR FRIeND
CDC15-03/RD red

easy removal of own cards with strap

second compartment  
to collect new cards
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LeT’s GeT LOsT
#CDC10-A601
Business card case, flat, with design sticker, metal, shiny chrome plated, 
design "LET"S GET LOST", holds approx. 11 cards 

Dekor: Nostalgic-Art Packing Unit: 4
99 x 59 x 6 mm, 55 g Max. logo size: 45 x 45 mm

THe ORIGINAL RIDe BULLI
#CDC10-A602 design "THE ORIGINAL RIDE BULLI"

THe ORIGINAL RIDe BeeTLe
#CDC10-A603 design "THE ORIGINAL RIDE BEETLE"
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STOP
DATA THIEVES

sAfeTy firsT
Nicht nur beim Bezahlen.

Chipkarten speichern unsere persönlichen Daten. Wir verwenden sie

- beim berührungslosen Zahlen mit Bank- oder Kreditkarte
- im Firmen-, Blutspende und dem neuen Personalausweis
- als Krankenversicherungskarte oder 
- Monatsticket für Bus und Bahn

Nahezu jeder nutzt die Vorteile der digitalen Datenübertragung.

Das problemlose Zahlen und Identifi zieren bringt aber – wie immer - auch 
Gefahren!

Ausleseschutz für Kredit- und Bank-, Schlüssel- und Firmenkarten, Personalausweis, 
und andere Karten mit RFID- oder NFC-Chip durch TÜV-geprüfte Cryptalloy® Technologie

ALLES DREHT SICH UM IHRE DATEN. 

Datendiebstahl ohne Kartendiebstahl.

Chipkarten arbeiten mit RFID (Radio-Frequency Identifi cation) oder NFC 
(Near Field Communication) Funktechnik. 

Dabei werden Daten zwischen Sender (Karte) und Empfänger (Lesegerät) - 
ohne jegliche Berührung -  ausgetauscht. 

Auf diese Funktion der Karten wird dabei nicht unbedingt hingewiesen, 
lediglich auf manchen Girokarten ist durch ein kleines Ikon der Service 
vermerkt. Auf dem Personalausweis und dem Reisepass ist kein Hinweis 
auf die Lesbarkeit der persönlichen Daten. Datendiebe können mit 
einfachen Lesegeräten, sogar über mehrere Meter hinweg, die 
persönlichen Nummern und weitere Daten der Karten auslesen.

Dabei bleibt der Diebstahl unbemerkt – bis zur Kartenabrechnung.

NFC   RFID|

Aber was für eine!

Der TROIKA CardSaver ist ein Datensafe, der Karten mit sensiblen Informa-
tionen sicher vor dem illegalen Auslesen schützt. 

Dabei setzen wir auf die TÜV-geprüfte Cryptalloy® Technologie – eine 
dünne Hightech-Folie, die für eine effi ziente NFC- und RFID-Abschirmung 
sorgt. Besonders angenehm: Seine Wirkung erzeugt der CardSaver schon 
in unmittelbarer Nähe der zu schützenden Datenchips. 

NUR EINE DÜNNE FOLIE.

STOP
DATENDIEBE

www.troika.org

So geht cleverer Datenschutz. 

NFC 
RFID

CardSaver

DATA 
SAFE

inside

Girokarten mit z.B. diesen Zeichen können ausgelesen 
werden.

TROIKA Produkte mit diesem Zeichen 
verhindern unerlaubtes Daten lesen - TÜV geprüft!

Karten mit NFC oder RFID Chips sind ungeschützt!

More CardSaver products at www.troika.org

ReD PePPeR Cardsaver®
CCC15-32/LE
CardSaver credit card case with money clip, with RFID skimming protection 
for credit and bank cards, identity card and other cards with an RFID or NFC 
chip, TÜV-tested Cryptalloy® technology, leather/PU, metal clip, with outer 
compartment for cards, black/red 

Design: TROIKA Design Werkstatt  Packing Unit: 4
111 x 68 x 14 mm, 75 g Max. logo size: 40 x 30 mm

NIGHT sKY Cardsaver®
CCC15-37/BL black/blue

MIDNIGHT Cardsaver®
CCC15-39/LE black

Clever protection for smartcards 

Modern smartcards work with wireless technology – and 

so do modern thieves. They read the personal data from 

a  credit, bank or debit card in a flash – over distances 

of several metres and completely unnoticed. The new 

 Cryptalloy®-Technology (Made in Germany) protects your 

valuable cards against data theft.

Cards with these symbols can be read

CDU CCC15-3
CD025
Counter display for self-service, incl. 9 x CardSaver® credit card case 
with money clip

165 x 256 x 234 mm, 1.193 g Packing Unit: 1
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Honey, 
i’ve shrunk the 

  PURse

COLORI eXCeLLeNT
CCP13/BK
Credit card case and keyring in design of a handbag, robust imitation 
leather COLORI and microfibre, magnetic fastening, black

Design: Langkop Design Packing Unit: 4
5 x 100 x 65 mm, 20 g Max. logo size: 60 x 25 mm

COLORI ReD sTeP
CCP16/GY grey/red

COLORI CONFIDeNCe
CCP17/RD red/black

COLORI CLeAR MIND
CCP18/BL dark-blue/sky-blue

COLORI PINK PAssION
CCP19/PK pink/black

new colour   
combination
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ANALOGUe?
AbsoluTely!

COLORI eXCeLLeNT
NPP13/BK black 

COLORI ReD sTeP
NPP16/GY
Flip case for A7 notepad, with 2 compartments for credit cards, incl. 
 ballpoint pen with black refill and checkered notepad, robust COLORI 
 imitation leather, elastic band fastener, grey/red

118 x 84 x 16 mm, 71 g Packing Unit: 4
 Max. logo size: 40 x 40 mm

COLORI CONFIDeNCe
NPP17/RD red/black

COLORI CLeAR MIND
NPP18/BL dark-blue/sky-blue

COLORI PINK PAssION
NPP19/PK black/pink 

 Yes, there are still analogue helpers – like this 

all-rounder from the COLORI series. It has all 

the features one could want for a trade fair 

visit or business appointment: compartments 

for credit and business cards, a small notepad 

and a ballpoint pen. It even works without an 

electrical connection or extra battery!

exterior colour:
black

exterior colour:
black

exterior colour:
blue

exterior colour:
red
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CONTACT 
mAnAgemenT

Analogue and digital contacts now go together 

perfectly, and this card case puts them both in 

the palm of your hand. On the left: two  practical 

 compartments for business cards; on the right: 

a holder for the iPhone 6. To ensure that you are 

 always connected no matter where you are. 

CARDs + iCOVeR 6
IPH15-01/RD
Case for iPhone 6, with 2 compartments for cards and cut out for camera, 
PU/polycarbonate, black with red dots

140 x 70 x 10 mm, 54 g Packing Unit: 4
 Max. logo size: 80 x 40 mm

combination of card case and 
case for iPhone 6
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Call
Click &

An extremely attractive idea: The iPhone 6 

is kept safe in a hard case and magnetically 

 attached in the card case! Click – take it out 

and make a call. Click – reattach it and  store 

it safely. It could hardly be easier! with the 

magnetic hard case the iPhone can also 

be  attached on any metallic surface. Five 

 compartments in the left side of the case offer 

a good home for business or credit cards.

ReD PePPeR
IPH52/LE
Protective case for iPhone 6, with 5 card slots and cut-out for camera, 
 leather/PU, inside: removable hardcover made of polycarbonate, held 
by magnet, black/red  

Design: TROIKA Design Werkstatt Packing Unit: 4
140 x 75 x 20 mm, 95 g Max. logo size: 80 x 40 mm

NIGHT sKY
IPH57/BL black/blue

MIDNIGHT
IPH59/LE black

combination of card case and 
case for iPhone 6

magnetic: take hands-free 
calls and selfies

removable magnetic  
hardcover
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Universally 
useable

TRAVeL + sTAND 10,1"
TAS21/BK
Flip case for iPad and other tablets (up to 10.1 inches), with stand function, 
nylon, with zip fastener and extra outer compartment, particularly soft inner 
padding, black

275 x 210 x 25 mm, 226 g Packing Unit: 4
 Max. logo size: 100 x 70 mm

TRAVeL + sTAND 10,1"
TAS21/RD
Flip case for iPad and other tablets (up to 10.1 inches), with stand function, 
nylon, with zip fastener and extra outer compartment, particularly soft inner 
padding, red

275 x 210 x 25 mm, 226 g Packing Unit: 4
 Max. logo size: 100 x 70 mm

Suitable for size 10.1’’ tablets

· Apple iPad (2nd, 3rd, 4th, iPad Air)
· samsung Galaxy Tab s10.5
· samsung Note 10.1
· samsung Galaxy Tab4 10.1
· samsung Galaxy Note 10.1
· sony Xperia Z3
· Google Nexus 9 und 10
· Amazon Kindle Fire HDX 8.9
· Asus Transformer TF103CG/103C/303K
· Acer Iconia A3, w511, A510/A700
Or any other tablet up to a size of 185 mm x 261 mm
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Carry
Cash&

MR BILL
MYC10/MA
Spring-loaded money clip, cast metal, satin finish

60 x 25 x 10 mm, 44 g Packing Unit: 4
 Max. logo size: 35 x 15 mm

NIGHT sKY
MYC57/BL blue/black

MIDNIGHT
MYC59/LE black

ReD PePPeR
MYC52/LE
Money clip, leather/PU, metal clip, red/black

Design: TROIKA Design Werkstatt Packing Unit: 4
71 x 40 x 9 mm, 27 g Max. logo size: 35 x 14 mm

gentle on the 
fingernails, flexible 
height

back side

back side back side
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· Laser welded

· No elevated weldseams

· high-grade 18/8 steel

· low strain due to lever function

CORK JACK
CSC40/ST
Corkscrew with lever function, 18/8 stainless steel, spiral non-stick coated

Design: Hubert Beck Packing Unit: 4
175 x 68 x 48 mm, 246  g Max. logo size: 30 x 30 mm
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www.troika.org/video

wINE Tool 

wherever technical finesse, handcrafted qua-

lity and an eye for design are  required, the 

 incredible skills of designer Hubert Beck 

are called for. In creating this  exquisite tool 

ex- automotive engineer Beck went all-out, 

using high-quality 18/8 stainless steel, with 

all parts made of solid material and  providing 

a  mechanism that is surely unique. Like a car 

jack, the CORK JACK "pumps" the wine cork 

 effortlessly out of the bottle. That is why it 

would  almost be an insult to call it a cork screw. 

Pull cork out of bottle 

 effortlessly by pumping lever 

3-4 times

· Laser welded

· No elevated weldseams

· high-grade 18/8 steel

· low strain due to lever function

detachable lever
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Clever³

"iTracing" App

Available free of charge at Apple App store™ 
(iOs™) and Google Play store™ (Android™).

 A man needs three things: a keyholder, a key finder and 

a remote release for selfies. This clever multi-purpose tool 

provides all three. It can hold keys – simply place them 

on the sturdy cable loop. It can find keys – just turn on 

the smartphone, launch the app and the seLFMATe will 

 respond if it’s within an approx. 35 m  radius. And it can act 

as an extension of a smartphone  camera for those times 

if you want to fit more friends on the selfie and therefore 

need to operate from a greater distance.
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3

2

1
Beep! 

Beep! 

Beep! 

www.troika.org/video

back side

seLFMATe
KR15-03/BK
App-controlled Bluetooth key finder and keyring, identifies location with 
beep and flashing light, incl. remote release for selfies (mobile phone 
camera), plastic, black/silver

30 x 50 x 10 mm, 15 g Packing Unit: 6  
Max. logo size: 20 x 4 mm

sElFIE rEmoTE rElEAsE

Use selfmate as an "extended arm" to release 

smartphone camera when you want everyone 

in your selfie

FINd yoUr smArTPhoNE

Activate selfmate and smartphone immediately 

answers with adjustable ringtone 

FINd yoUr kEy

switch on smartphone, activate app and 

selfmate answers within a radius of up to 

35 metres
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eCO CHARGe
TOR40/SI
LED-torch and keyring, white light, rechargeable via USB, housing: 
 plastic, inside: metal, silver/black

58 x ø 22 mm, 19 g Packing Unit: 6
 Max. logo size: 18 x 6 mm

Rechargeable via USB-port

with its bright LeD eco Charge is a real 

 pathfinder in the dark. Thanks to its UsB 

connector this mini-light can be recharged 

again and again – it’s not only practical, but 

also a shining example of true sustainability. 

And all keys are safe on its cable loop. There’s 

something different about this keyholder! 

eCo
light
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LIGHT KeY
KR15-40/CH
Keyring in design of a key, cast metal, shiny chrome plated, with white 
LED light

60 x 22 x 7 mm, 29 g Packing Unit: 6
 Max. logo size: 15 x 15 mm

As long as there are no illuminated keyholes this  original 

keyhole finder belongs in everyone’s hand luggage. 

when things are really dark the bright LeD light will 

show you what you are looking for. And it will show 

the key where it belongs – on the first attempt, 

guaranteed!  

illuminATion

eCo
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ONe 4 TwO
KR15-09/MA
2-way keyring, detachable, matt chrome plated

102 x 28 x 9 mm, 29 g Packing Unit: 6
 Max. logo size: 25 x 7 mm

NeXT DesTINATION "BeR"
#KYR19-A136
Keyring with design sticker, with 3 travel charms: aeroplane, suitcase and 
luggage label airport code Berlin, cast metal, shiny chrome plated

Design: Anne Rieck Packing Unit: 6
79 x 53 x 5 mm, 33 g Max. logo size: 30 x 10 mm

front door key

bike lock

berlin,
ready when you are.

modern key management
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mr.

elegAnT

CUFFs & KeY "tennis"
CFL14-77/LE
Cufflink keyholder, black leather loop with metal ring for keys and a 
cufflink closure, motif: Mr. Elegant, plus 1 pair of cufflinks, motif: tennis 
racket

Design: ding3000 Packing Unit: 4
110 x 35 x 25 mm, 23 g Max. logo size: 14 x 4 mm
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Micro USBMicro USB

CABLe COw
KR15-10/GR
Keyring and charging/data transfer cable, 2-in-1 cable (USB to Lightning 
and Micro USB connector), for iPhone, Samsung Galaxy and other smart-
phones with USB connection, silicon, green 

93 x 35 x 23 mm, 20 g Packing Unit: 6
 Max. logo size: 30 x 6 mm

Is the CABLe COw a keyring? Or is it 

 perhaps the most appealing connection 

between a mobile and a charging jack? 

No matter what the answer is, this little 

 charging dynamo is able to link smart-

phones with the nearest UsB charger when 

the battery sends out an sOs. Or it can be 

used for smooth data transfer. The  CABLe 

COw is always there, compatible with 

Lightning and Micro-UsB connectors, and 

one thing above all: it’s simply nice. smile! 

An appealing
connection

Micro USB

USB Lightning
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mix it !up

JUMPeR @wORK
KR15-71/BM
Keyring JUMPER with engraving "work dungarees" on front and back, 
aluminium, shiny, dark blue

Design: Indigo Design Group Packing Unit: 6
36 x 31 x 9 mm, 17 g Max. logo size: upon request

Back side

For years it has offered outstanding  variety, 

and done so successfully – the Jumper 

 series. Now this classic has returned in a new 

look, with a rugged blue dungarees. A real 

 professional and a safe place for your keys. 

Hey, Mr. Blue Man, do the Jump! 
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JACK
KR15-01/MA
Keyring bird, cast metal, matt chrome plated

Design: Axel Groß Packing Unit: 6
30 x 21 x 30 mm, 39 g Max. logo size: 7 x 5 mm

HeNRY
KR15-04/MA
Keyring pug dog, cast metal, matt chrome plated 

Design: Inga Reimers Packing Unit: 6
17 x 25 x 35 mm, 70 g Max. logo size: 7 x 4 mm

everyone
starts

small.
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Bee HAPPY
KR15-06/CH
Keyring flower and bee, cast metal/enamel, shiny chrome plated

Design: Anne Rieck Packing Unit: 6
74 x 57 x 11 mm, 35 g Max. logo size: 20 x 20 mm

GIRLs BesT FRIeNDs "squirrel"
KR15-30/CH
Keyring squirrel and acorn, cast metal, shiny chrome plated, made with 
 SWAROVSKI® ELEMENTS

Design: Anne Rieck Packing Unit: 6
80 x 50 x 13 mm, 40 g Max. logo size: 18 x 8 mm

TRIXIBeLLe
KR14-22/PK
Chihuahua keyring, cast metal/enamel, with small heart and crown 
 pendant, shiny chrome plated, pink

Design: TROIKA Design Werkstatt Packing Unit: 6
23 x 15 x 28 mm, 40 g Max. logo size: 10 x 4 mm
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liTTle 
PRINCess

BLACK BLOssOM
KR15-05/BK
Flower keyring, cast metal/enamel, shiny chrome plated, black/silver

Design: Anne Rieck Packing Unit: 6
76 x 40 x 8 mm, 31 g Max. logo size: 20 x 6 mm

LITTLe PRINCess
KR15-07/MA
Keyring princess and Frog King, cast metal, matt chrome, made with 
SWAROVSKI® ELEMENTS

Design: Kathrin Stockebrand Packing Unit: 6
50 x 25 x 8 mm, 30g Max. logo size: 13 x 6 mm
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bAg.ligHT.

www.troika.org/video

ON/OFF

The highlight of your handbag content.

BAG LIGHT lights up the inside of every bag.

BAG LIGHT
TOR21/BK
Bag light, keyring and LED-torch (white light), in design of a hanging lamp 
with a cord, plastic/metal, switched on and off by pulling the lamp, black 

72 x 35 x 35 mm, 16 g Packing Unit: 6
 Max. logo size: 15 x 10 mm

BAG LIGHT
TOR21/DB blue 

BAG LIGHT
TOR21/RD red 

CDU TOR21
CD024
Counter display for self-service, incl. 18 x BAG LIGHT

150 x 115 x 174 mm, 352g Packing Unit: 1

Prism to shine a 
precise light
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bAyern-
POweR

sPATZL
KR15-08/CH
Keyring with 3 charms: edelweiss, dirndl, gingerbread heart, cast metal/
enamel, shiny chrome plated

Design: Anne Rieck Packing Unit: 6
128 x 62 x 10 mm, 44g Max. logo size: 20 x 10 mm
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sCHwITZABLeITeR FResH

An all-purpose accessory 

No extended searches, no com  pro-

mises, no other cloth: This is the 

 ultimate accessory for all athletes. It 

can serve as a sweat cloth  and offers 

an antibacterial coating to combat 

unpleasant odours. It can be used as 

a scarf while jogging or for after-run 

stretching exercises. It can serve as an 

alternative to a towel after the sauna 

or shower. You don’t do sports? Now 

there’s no excuse! 

as a sweat towel

as a scarf when running  with zip-bag for MP3 player or  
smartphone

while stretching

· anti-bacterial coating
· odourless
· super absorbing
· quick-drying
· made in Europe

all-purpose     
ACCessORY

sCHwITZABLeITeR FResH
TWL02/DB dark blue

sCHwITZABLeITeR FResH
TWL02/GY grey

sCHwITZABLeITeR FResH
TWL02/RD
Microfibre workout towel with nanosilver coating (antibacterial), super-absor-
bent and quick-drying, adjustable length, with integrated zip pocket for MP3 
player/smartphone, keys, credit card etc., red

1.150 x 250 x 8 mm, 80 g Packing Unit: 6
 Max. logo size: 100 x 100 / 45 x 45 mm

Embroidery possible
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ENgrAvINg
Products with this sign are 
 engraveable. engravings 
 appear in the base colour of the 
 material, which also  influences 
the  individual design of the 
 engraving. Please ask us about 
your prices.

PrINTINg
Products with this sign are 
 printable. Depending on 
the  article, different printing 
techniques are used, e.g. pad 
printing, digital or screen printing. 
Please ask us about your prices.

TroIkA All INClUsIvE 
(ENgrAvINg)
Products with this sign are ALL 
 INCLUsIVe starting from 100 pcs 
per model if you place an en-
graving order with TROIKA. ALL 
INCLUsIVe includes the price for 
the product, 1 Laser engraving, 
set-up and 1 engraving sample in 
advance  standard.

AddITIoNAl INFormATIoN

IMPRINT
editor: TROIKA Germany GmbH
Layout: pinta | Gestaltung & Kommunikation, Borod
Text: TROIKA Germany GmbH /
Gnoss.Kommunikation, Bannberscheidt
Photos: Fotostudio Ketz, Hachenburg /
André weimar, Reiferscheid / www.moere.de, Hachenburg / 
istockphoto.com / shutterstock.com

iPhone and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc.
Nexus is a registered trademark of Google Inc.
AsUs Trademark is either a Us registered trademark or 
 trademark of  Asustek  Computer Inc. in the United states 
and/or other countries. Reference to any AsUs products, 
 services,  processes, or other information and/ or use of AsUs 
 Trademarks does not constitute or imply endorsement, spon-
sorship, or  recommendation thereof by AsUs.
Amazon, Kindle and Kindle Fire are trademarks of Amazon.
com, Inc. or its affiliates.
Acer and Iconia are registered trademarks of Acer, Inc. in the 
U.s. and other countries.
samsung, Galaxy Tab and Galaxy Note are trademarks of 
 samsung  electronics Co., Ltd. and/or its related entities.
"sONY" is a registered trademark of sony Corporation.  "Xperia" 
is a  trademark or registered trademark of sony.

All product and brand names are trademarks or registered 
 trademarks of their respective companies.

errors and modification subject to change. Colour images may 
vary fromthe product due to printing quality.

DeLIVeRIes
Our deliveries are made via UPs standard unless arranged 
otherwise and will be calculated according to the UPs price list. 
Back orders will be dispatched without additional freight costs.
> Please note our general terms and conditions. we would be
 pleased to forward a copy on request.
> A price list for our additional services (engraving, print) is
 also available.

The brand / company logos and names shown here are 
 examples used for the demonstration of imprints and 
 engravings done on customers’ orders. They are not used by 
TROIKA.

TROIKA GeRMANY GMBH
NIsTeRFeLD 11
57629 MÜsCHeNBACH / GeRMANY
TeL +49 (0) 2662 9511 0
FAX +49 (0) 2662 9511 92
info@troika.de

www.troika.org


